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"The holly and the ivy,
When they are both full
grown, Of all the trees that
are in the wood The holly
bears the crown."

        - 

Ros Simons
Creator of The Celtic Tree Journey
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Holly ~ Ilex Aquafolium

 Mistle Thrush in Holly



Holly bark

Young Holly Branch 

Holly trees in winter



Holly Leaves

Female Holly flowers

 Holly Berries 

Male Holly flowers



Custom and Legend



The Oak and Holly Kings



Leaves

Bark

Berries

Healing 



Holly Fairy
by Cicely Mary Barker

Spiritual and Practical Uses

"All green was vanished save of pine and yew, That still displayed their
melancholy hue; Save the green holly with its berries red, And the green moss
that o'er the gravel spread."

- George Crabbe



If you wish to make a Holly walking stick or
staff, then harvest a stout branch in March
and strip it of its bark immediately and trim of
any side shoots to a length of about 2cm;
allow it to season for 6 months in a garage or
shed. 
Then trim down the side shoots and sand and
carve the wood till you have achieved the
finish you want. 
Treat with boiled linseed oil or beeswax. 
The addition of lemon juice to your choice of
finish will protect the whiteness of the wood. 

It is considered unlucky to fell or cut Holly, so it is particularly important to build up a
relationship with a Holly tree if you wish to take live wood. 

Over time they are very communicative - if you have patience - and will happily gift or
allow you take live wood, which makes powerful talismans and wands.

Often, I have found Holly trees acting as gatekeepers to sacred places on the land and
I encourage you to explore this aspect of this sacred tree in your local woodlands.

Holly wood Lightning Charm

Holly Grove 
by Flora McLachlan

"The newest leaves of the holly tree come with full blush at the tips, yet to take
on the strong green of their more mature peers."

- Angela Abraham





Key words:

The Ogham for Holly is T ~ Tinne ~ 

Holly Ogham

"And in that garden was a holly tree, young yet doubtless with strong roots
that held the soil. What took my eyes though were not the leaves, as deeply
green as they were, but the blossoms so intricate and pure. In all my days I
never saw those flowers before, only thinking of the red berries that grace
so much of the artwork in our time." 
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Working with the Holly Tree Fork

Other ways that you might choose to work with your Holly tree fork might be:-



For the Holly Moon we will craft a magical wand.
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PAINTING

PYROGRAPHY

CARVING



USING COPPER WIRE AND CRYSTALS 

WRAPING OR DECORATING WITH WOOL, RIBBON OR CORD 



OR GO ALL OUT FOR FULL ON BLING!

…. the choice, as always is yours.

 

You may also choose to make a simple case to

keep your wand in when not in use

 

 



Magic Wands are magical tools that have two main functions.

1: To focus energy

2: To empower the user to do magic

So, what can you do with a magical wand?



What can you do with real magic?

Basic Manifestation Spell: 



There are a couple of choices for the intention for your magical dreaming…

To receive the answer to a question in your dreams

To see the face of your future husband / wife or life partner.
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Holly Water 



Your Holly water can be used for protection and warding…



M O D U L E

"And as, when all the summer trees are seen So bright and green, 
The Holly leaves a sober hue display Less bright than they, 
But when the bare and wintry woods we see, 
What then so cheerful as the Holly-tree?" 
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"Love is like the wild rose-briar;
Friendship like the holly-tree. The holly is
dark when the rose-briar blooms, But
which will bloom most constantly? "

-
 Emily Bronte

Ros Simons
Creator of  The Celtic Tree Journey





Ros is a teacher, artisan and therapist. 

Her passion is to connect people back to the land

and to the Natural World that is all around them. 

Ros helps and inspires people to rediscover

themselves and their inner gifts and strengths. 

She lives in on the West Coast of Scotland with

her wonderful husband Jonathan and their

houseful of rescue animals. 

MEET
YOUR
GUIDE

Ros Simons,  teacher of  the old
ways and hearth keeper.
Owner of  Ros Simons drums. 
Creator of  The Celtic  Tree and
Elemental  Tuning Forks and the
Celtic  Tree,  Elemental  and
Chakra Journeys
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https://www.instagram.com/ros.simons/
https://www.facebook.com/rosmsimons


O, I am green in Winter-time,
When other trees are brown;

 
Of all the trees (So saith the rhyme)

The holly bears the crown.
 

December days are drawing near
When I shall come to town,

And carol-boys go singing clear
Of all the trees (O hush and hear!)

The holly bears the crown!
 

For who so well-beloved and merry
As the scarlet Holly Berry?


